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    Be the first to know!
Join our list to be notified of new buildings and other discounts.
(*You can unsubscribe at any time.)

Name(Required)   First 

Email(Required) 

Which building type are you most interested in receiving alerts for?(Required)  Sheds
  Garages



Hidden
Which shed style(s) are you most interested in receiving alerts for?(Required)  MiniBarn
  MaxiBarn
  Workshop
  Saltbox
  Modern



Hidden
Which garage style(s) are you most interested in receiving alerts for?(Required)  MaxiBarn
  Workshop
  Saltbox



Hidden
What's your primary reason for purchasing a shed?(Required)  My old shed is in bad shape and I need to replace it!
  I need storage space for garden tools, lawn equipment, tools etc.
  My garage (or basement) is overcrowded and I need to create more space.
  I need a detached garage to store a car.
  I want to use my shed as living space or to run a business.
  Other



Hidden
What is your approximate timeframe for purchasing a shed?(Required)  Immediately
  Within 3 months
  3 to 6 months
  6 to 12 months
  Not sure
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We now offer same day stone pad and shed installation! Call for details!


(717) 442-3281
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ready for more space in your life?
Create the building of your dreams by requesting a free estimate or customizing your own 3D design. You can also call us at 717-442-3281.
We're ready to assist you!
Request a free estimate
Design in 3d





















testimonials
sheds unlimited
customer reviews
See what our past customers have to say about us! (You can also check our third-party Google reviews and Facebook reviews.)
See all reviews






    
942 Reviews
4.9 Average Rating
















Sheds Unlimited tailored a classic shed to fit my existing 10’x12′ concrete slab, stiffened the floor, and added 6 ft. doors for a large mower. Steve Wagner, sales rep, estimated 4-6 weeks to build it.
…

 Sheds Unlimited tailored a classic shed to fit my existing 10’x12′ concrete slab, stiffened the floor, and added 6 ft. doors for a large mower. Steve Wagner, sales rep, estimated 4-6 weeks to build it.
 Anthony delivered the shed just shy of 6 weeks. It was neat watching him off-load and move the shed using the remote control ‘mule’. Our bumpy terrain didn’t phase him getting to the pad. He patiently maneuvered it so that the shed sits squarely on the pad. Anthony inspected the shed (roof, siding, windows, doors) to make sure nothing was misaligned. He obviously is a good employee, confident, skilled, and experienced dealing with delivery ‘opportunities’ and anxious customers.
 The left-behind two page Building Quality Control checklist showed how much detail and quality went into building the shed.
 All in all Sheds Unlimited built and delivered a superb shed.
Read more “All in all Sheds Unlimited built and delivered a superb shed.”


Jim M.
Pottstown, PA
December 5, 2023




Can’t say enough nice things about these guys. Dealt with Cleon for ordering. Very friendly and easy to work with. Their customer service is second to none. Even the delivery guy was very nice. Had
…

 Can’t say enough nice things about these guys. Dealt with Cleon for ordering. Very friendly and easy to work with. Their customer service is second to none. Even the delivery guy was very nice. Had to replace a door that was damaged in a storm and they were able to build a new one for me quickly and at a very reasonable price. I would absolutely order another structure from them in the future, and plan to refer friends and customers looking for a well-built structure to look into Sheds Unlimited
Read more “Awesome company to buy a shed from”


Bill F
Birchrunville, PA
November 20, 2023





What can I say about Sheds Unlimited that hasn’t been said? The process to design what I wanted could not have been easier, the delivery was spot on time and the installation crew (Gideon, Joshua
…

 What can I say about Sheds Unlimited that hasn’t been said? The process to design what I wanted could not have been easier, the delivery was spot on time and the installation crew (Gideon, Joshua and Leroy) was awesome! I could not say enough good things about Sheds Unlimited, I highly recommend them!
Read more “Can’t Say Enough Good Things!”


Jonathan Golding
Howell, NJ
September 12, 2023





I started this process of building a garage 2-3 years ago. I called local builders. Two of them never returned my calls, and one guy chewed me out for finding his number on the web
…

 I started this process of building a garage 2-3 years ago.  I called local builders.  Two of them never returned my calls, and one guy chewed me out for finding his number on the web and calling him without being referred by someone.  I’m not kidding, this is how the building contractor experience is right now in New England.  My web searches always turned up Sheds Unlimited and I saw that they had stories from folks in New England who had used them to build garages even though they are in Pennsylvania.  I decided to go through the quote process.  There was a similar shed & garage company closer to my home in New England so I got quotes from both of them for similar garages.  The New England company quoted me a number that was 2 1/2 times higher than Sheds Unlimited quote.  I decided to go with Sheds Unlimited.  I worked with Sergey in sales over many emails on exactly what I wanted.  There was never a moment when he seemed bothered or impatient by my questions and my changes.  Everything was possible and everything had a clear dollar amount, the sale never felt rushed.  I finally decided on a design and paid the deposit.  The local permit process went smoothly with the plans I purchased from Sheds Unlimited.  The process of getting a foundation and pad from a local contractor was probably the most difficult part of the process.  Contractors that do concrete work, are used to working with builders, not private homeowners.  But I found a guy and gave him the plan and I eventually got a nice pad and foundation.  I told Michael from Sheds Unlimited the pad was ready and I expected to wait 10+ weeks since it was now summertime.  I got the call only 5 weeks later from Gideon the project manager that they were ready.  On the scheduled day Nathan and his crew of 3 young, hard working Amish carpenters arrived and discovered that my driveway was the worst-case scenario.  They could not get their very long and heavy trailer up our driveway due to the tightness of the turn and narrowness of the driveway.  So they had to unload everything from the trailer at the road to my build site which is about 900 feet from the public road. They dealt with local vehicle traffic, and unhelpful local police.  The young crew had to run back and forth the 900 feet to walk alongside the forklift to make sure the preconstructed structural members did not swing into trees.  Not once did they show any frustration or anger.  Nathan was still positive and smiling when I talked with him about it later.  So after all this arrival difficulty, when they finally starting constructing the garage, it went up incredibly fast.  Every worker knew their part.  There was no question about what they should be doing.  They practically got the whole 2-story 2 car garage up in one day even after the delay from the driveway issues. They only stopped for the day when torrential rain finally started.  They showed up at 5:30 AM the next day and finished the job.  I can’t say enough great things about what I witnessed with this construction crew.  Like I said, I have never seen anything like them in 26 years of hiring various contractors for home projects.
 If you are considering a garage or shed, don’t even think twice.  Contact Sheds Unlimited today.  I guarantee you have never worked with any company as satisfying as them.
Read more “This has been the best experience I have ever had with any company in my 26 years as a homeowner.”


Eric C.
Eliot, ME
August 15, 2023





Our experience with ShedsUnlimited was the best experience we have ever had with a construction contractor. From the initial estimate through the final product, they were great to work with and went above and beyond
…

 Our experience with ShedsUnlimited was the best experience we have ever had with a construction contractor.  From the initial estimate through the final product, they were great to work with and went above and beyond on several things.  When our local county had questions on the design for permitting, ShedsUnlimited worked directly with them, answering all their questions and moving the project forward.  When the county decided (after the fact) that one window needed safety film added, ShedsUnlimited took care of that as well at no cost to us.  The overall process went exactly as the website describes, and our 54×24 building was exactly as promised, with the efficient, friendly team completing the assembly in just 2 days!  The materials and construction quality were excellent.  A large, well-constructed building for significantly less money than a local contractor would charge!  I highly recommend ShedsUnlimited for any size building project.
Read more “Superb Building Project”


Philip Fawcett
Marshall, VA
August 15, 2023




Read more “Exelente”


Antonio Rios
Wilmington, NC
January 4, 2023





The driver Sam JR did an outstanding job in maneuvering the shed to my foundation pad. The workmanship on the shed was excellent from ordering to delivery it was seamless From JoeRead more “Shed order & delivery”


Joe Calciano
Yonkers, NY
November 4, 2022





Everyone is super helpful and pleasant. We customized a potting shed to make it our backyard oasis in the city. The process was painless. When we had a problem they worked very hard to make
…

 Everyone is super helpful and pleasant. We customized a potting shed to make it our backyard oasis in the city. The process was painless. When we had a problem they worked very hard to make it right.
 Our shed is just perfect and we practically live in it all summer.
Read more “Shed Love”


John & Pam
Little Neck, NY
October 26, 2022





Smooth operation. Really liked the design software on the website so I could see what my shed would look like before ordering. Had helpful salesman and delivery was smooth. GoodRead more “Great Experience”


Matt W
Jenkintown, PA
August 29, 2022





Great shed! Well worth theRead more “Shed Unlimited!”


Betsy Gordon
Toms River, NJ
August 29, 2022































CONTACT
Sheds Unlimited LLC
2025 Valley Rd, Morgantown, PA 19543
(717) 442-3281
office@shedsunlimited.net
Mon-Fri: 8AM-4PM
Sat: 9AM-1PM
Sun: Closed
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